TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING?

WWW.GLEANSLO.ORG
GLEANSLO@SLOFOODBANK.ORG

2016

A YEAR IN GLEANS

STAFF
CHUCK ASMUS | JOSHUA AYERS | MARGAUX INMAN
DYLAN JONES | ROXANNE SANDERS | EMILY WILSON

STEERING COMMITTEE
KATHY APROBERTS | NORMA COLE | LYNN CULLEN
JENNIFER CODRON | CAROLYN EICHER
GAIL MCNICHOLS | SUSAN MCTAGGART | NELL WADE
WHAT WE ACCOMPLISHED IN 2016...

FRUIT DRIVES

414 LBS

MARKETS

23267 LBS

PICKUPS

15060 LBS

BACKYARDS

84151 LBS

& FARMS

120420 LBS

TOTALLING

243,312 LBS

OF FRESH LOCAL PRODUCE DISTRIBUTED THROUGH SLO FOOD BANK AND OUR LOCAL PARTNER AGENCIES

WHO MAKES IT POSSIBLE?

527 VOLUNTEERS

COMPLETED

698 HARVESTS

OVER THE COURSE OF A TOTAL OF

2874 HOURS